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iMagine

      enviSioning 
material 
 benefits

a forward-thinking purchasing manager at an automotive oeM needs a global and reliable supplier with polymer 

application expertise. Specifically, it could be for a new steering wheel housing his company is developing to meet 

changing regulatory requirements, or it could be for a pre-colored interior trim that needs to be affordable, lighter  

and more durable. Styrenics from ineoS Styrolution provide the innovation and superior aesthetics he requires.  

ineoS Styrolution offers a deep understanding of the complex interdependency of materials and design.

“WhaT are The UniqUe ProPerTieS of STyreniCS ThaT Make 

TheM So aTTraCTive To The aUToMoTive SeCTor?”
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hoW STyreniC SolUTionS are ShaPing The fUTUre

Styrenics are a family of unique thermoplastics with a broad 

range of applications. Styrenics are being used in more  

and more applications in the automotive sector because of 

properties like lower density, excellent aesthetics and superior 

processing abilities. at the end of the day, the balanced 

performance of styrenics delivers high surface quality at low 

cost, resulting in greater customer satisfaction. 

additionally, the unique characteristics of styrenics materials 

make secondary operations such as gluing, in-mold decorating, 

welding, painting and electroplating easy and affordable.

We live in a world of unprecedented change in global production, 

trade and consumption. in the automotive sector, this means  

that greater demands for fuel efficiency – ecological, legal and 

consumer-based – are driving alternative power train develop-

ment, the use of lighter weight materials and regulatory change. 

emerging markets are the incubators of huge numbers of new 

consumers and everywhere the value chain is becoming more 

diverse and more complex. 

Take just one example: aesthetics. Polymers in car exteriors  

offer visible proof of vehicle quality, superiority and differentiated 

overall performance. at the same time, they are also used to 

improve the look and feel of lower cost automobiles.The easy 

processability and coloring characteristics of styrenic polymers 

also make them attractive to designers and manufacturers, 

allowing changes to be simpler and more cost effective.  

Plus, they enable expanded customer choice.

innovaTion aT  
     The CroSSroaDS
  of function  
         anD form

STyreniC SPeCialTieS STanD for afforDable  
high aeSTheTiCS
low system costs and exceptional aesthetic solutions for interior and exterior applications, such 
as high and low gloss, weatherability, and unpainted solutions.

Some of the reasons styrenics specialties are becoming the automotive polymer of choice

STyreniCS ProPerTieS ThaT oUTPerforM

 very gooD 
processability

       excellent 
weathering

   outstanDing 
aesthetics

unpainteD 
 solutions

low Density

high uv resistance

gloss

optimal scratch     
   resistance

Deep colors

 in-molD 
Decoration

hot stamping
ExcEllEnt dimEnsional stability

Easy Painting

WEldability

Easy 
gluing

  low system cost
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DiSCover

DiSCerning 
 flexibility 
anD attraction

The advanced development engineer of a large Tier 1 manufacturer is considering the design concept 

for the next model of a global brand. The innovation behind styrenic specialties not only provides him 

with superior aesthetics, reduced weight and increased resistance to weather and ageing, but also 

the flexibility to choose between injection molding or extrusion. So styrenics provide him complete 

freedom of color and design across all applications.

“Why are STyreniC SPeCialTy SolUTionS So aTTraCTive To 

ConSUMerS, DeSignerS anD ManUfaCTUrerS?”
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Whether for rearview mirrors or instrument panels, front grills or 

rear lights, automotive applications based on styrenics solutions 

are growing. it is not just superior performance and physical 

durability that make styrenics attractive for manufacturers all 

along the automotive value chain. There’s also easy process-

ability and low density. and, of course, the exceptionally 

compelling aesthetics: styrenics based products look better.

Styrenics address two of the attributes most desirable to 

automotive oeMs and suppliers: appearance and low weight. 

The depth and breadth of the aesthetic and design possibilities 

of styrenics make them ever more interesting to engineers and 

designers alike. here is a sampling:

greaTer inSPiraTion for groWing aPPliCaTionS aUToMoTive STyreniC aPPliCaTionS inSiDe & oUT

inTerior aPPliCaTionS

Door panels
•	 high impact resistance, high heat resistance, excellent flow, 

low emission and dimensional stability

center consoles
•	 adaptable to specific requirements, such as high heat,  

high impact and high-level aesthetics

instrumental panel components
•	 high impact resistance, high surface quality aesthetics, out-

standing acoustic properties, and high dimensional stability

interior upper anD lower trims
•	 high quality, low emission, high impact, high heat,  

and Uv resistance

•	 excellent flow for high surface quality appearance

seat covers
•	 high impact resistance, enhanced Uv resistance and  

colour fastness 

exTerior aPPliCaTionS

spoilers
•	 high impact resistance, high heat resistance,  

enhanced Uv performance

electroplateD trims
•	 very high impact strength and high flowability

front grills anD rearview mirrors
•	 color retention, high impact, aesthetics and processability 

•	 superior Uv-stabilization for unpainted mirror components 

and excellent paint adhesion for painted mirror housings

rear anD front lights
•	 highest heat-resistant abS on the market, platable,  

excellent flow for high surface quality

fascia anD mounting bracKets
•	 high impact resistance, high heat resistance
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ineoS STyrolUTion: Driving DeSign innovaTion

•	 electroplated abS  
(novodur®)

•	aSa (luran® S)
•	painted hh abS  

(novodur®)

exterior  
trims 

•	hh abS  
(novodur®)

Door  
panels

•	painted hh abS (novodur®)
•	abS/Pa or aSa/Pa 

(Terblend® n/S)

instrument 
panel  
components 

•	painted hh abS  
(novodur®)

•	aSa (luran® S)
•	aSa/PC (luran® SC)

rear 
spoilers 

•	abS/Pa or aSa/Pa 
(Terblend® n/S)

louD-
speaKer
grills

•	hh abS (novodur®) 
•	abS/Pa or aSa/Pa  

(Terblend® n/S)
•	 electroplated abS  

(novodur®)

center  
consoles 

•	hh abS (novodur®)
•	aSa (luran® S)

rear light 
housings 

•	aSa (luran® S)
•	aSa/PC (luran® SC)
•	hh abS (novodur®)

bumper anD  
fascia bracKets

•	painted hh abS  
(novodur®)

•	aSa (luran® S)
•	aSa/PC (luran® SC)

front grills

•	hh abS  
(novodur®)

front  
lights 

•	aSa (luran® S)
•	painted abS  

(novodur®)

rear view  
mirrors  

•	 high gloss hh 120 
(luran®)

•	aSa (luran® S)

mirror 
triangles

•	painted hh abS  
(novodur®)

•	abS/Pa or aSa/Pa  
(Terblend® n/S)

seat  
covers
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PerforM

aDDing valUe 
      for worlD-
class solutions

The head of Design at a major global car company relies on ineoS Styrolution because she knows she can count on 

them as a trusted global supplier with a large portfolio and broad expertise to help her balance optics, function and costs  

across a wide range of applications and regional demands. With ineoS Styrolution she gets solutions to launch new 

global platforms with local material supplies, while also addressing regional design trends.

“hoW DoeS ineoS STyrolUTion faCiliTaTe The DeveloPMenT 

anD iMPleMenTaTion of innovaTive aUToMoTive SolUTionS?”
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hoW ineos 
 styrolution
  ServeS yoU

SolUTionS ThaT keeP yoU 

on TraCk – ServiCe ThaT 

keePS yoU on TiMe

ineoS Styrolution invests its success in the success of its 

customers. The company provides customers with the broadest 

styrenic specialty product portfolio in the industry, backed by 

the resources of r&D, consistent reliability and sustainability,  

as well as a dedicated, experienced sales and technical team 

within each region. 

To grow customer value, ineoS Styrolution not only offers 

exceptional global presence, but also innovative technology. 

This includes cutting-edge competence in plastic design, color 

and new applications. This ranges from an expanding array of 

lower cost alternatives for painted plastic parts to a constant 

effort to improve the feel and visual appearance of all surfaces, 

with a unique emphasis on light, stable and pre-colored 

materials for interior and exterior applications.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS 
INEOS Styrolution specialty product innovations include:

•	novodur® Ultra 4255 – for interior and exterior applications, 

such as door panels, consoles, lower seat trims and glove box 

doors and frames, combines high impact strength at room as 

well as at low temperature, 100 % ductility at -30 °C, high heat 

resistance and a best-in-class flowability.

•	novodur® Ultra 4140Pg – for electroplated decorative parts – a 

styrenic blend and the newest member of our family of electro-

platable product portfolio which includes novodur P2MC. 

it provides exceptional heat and impact resistance for both 

interior and exterior applications, and can be conveniently pro-

cessed on standard electroplating production lines.

•	 Terblend® S Sg-02ef – for interior applications, such as air 

vents – a low-emission and 8% glass-fiber reinforced grade with 

superior heat resistance and dimensional stability, provides a 

cost-effective matte surface finish that doesn’t require painting.(painting, gluing, in-mold decoration, 
electroplating)

SeConDary 
oPeraTion 
exPerTiSe 

(processing, design, Cae simulation)

TeChniCal  
DeveloPMenTal 
SUPPorT 

 iMDS 

global  
regUlaTory 
SUPPorT 

aUToMoTive 
ProjeCT 
ManageMenT 
SUPPorT

and global technical teams 

DeDiCaTeD  
qUaliTy 

long-term and global availability 

SeCUriTy  
of SUPPly

at oeMs

SPeCifiCaTion  
of MaTerial 

for part and injection molding tools

DeSign  
SUPPorT 

and release at automotive oeMs (vast color database  
and in-depth knowledge of colorants and their compliance 
requirements when used in automotive applications)

Color  
DeveloPMenT 

 iSo 9001 

enhanCeD 
qUaliTy  
ConTrol  
ProCeSSeS 
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abs abs high heat abs/pc high heat anD high impact
abs anD abs/pc  

electroplatable graDes asa anD asa/pc abs/pa anD asa/pa
san  

high heat

typical values for uncolored  
products at 23 °c

test  
method unit

terluran® 
gp-22

novoDur® 
p2h-at

novoDur® 
h605

novoDur® 
h701

novoDur® 
h702

novoDur® 
hh-106

novoDur® 
hh-112

novoDur® 
h802

novoDur® 
hh-106 g1

novoDur® 
hh-106 g2

novoDur® 
p2hgv

novoDur® 
h801

novoDur® 
ultra 4105

novoDur® 
ultra 4255

novoDur® 
p2mc

novoDur® 
ultra 4140pg

luran® s  
777K

luran® s  
778t

luran® s  
797s

luran® s 
Kr2861/1c

luran® s 
Kr2863c

luran® s 
Kr2864c

luran® s 
Kr2866c

terblenD® n 
nm-21ef

terblenD® n 
ng-02ef

terblenD® s 
nm-31

terblenD® s 
sg-02ef

luran®  
hh-120

ProPerties

Polymer abbreviations  -  - abS abS abS abS abS abS abS abS abS gf4 abS gf8 abS gf16 abS/PC abS/PC abS/PC abS abS/PC aSa aSa aSa aSa/PC aSa/PC aSa/PC aSa/PC abS/Pa abS/Pa 8% gf aSa/Pa aSa/Pa 8% gf aMSan

density iSo 1183 kg/m³ 1040 1050 1050 1040 1040 1050 1050 1050 1070 1100 1160 1070 1070 1100 1030 1070 1070 1070 1070 1150 1160 1150 1110 1070 1120 1070 1140 1080

moisture absorption, equilibrium 23°c/50% r.H. iSo 62 % 0.22  -  -  -  - 0.25 0.25  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.25 0.16 0.18 0.25 1.30 1.10 1.50 1.40 0.3

Processing

melt Volume Rate mVR 220°c/10 kg iSo 1133 cm³/10min 19 37 26 8 14 7 5.5 9.5  - 3.5 3 10.5 9 17 (260/5) 25 9 15 5 5.5 14 (260/5) 20 (260/5) 25 (260/5) 11 (260/5) 65 (240/10) 40 (240/10) 60 (240/10) 45 (240/10) 7

melt temperature range  - °C 220 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 230 - 260 240 - 260 240 - 260 250 - 270 230 - 260 240 - 260 240 - 280 240 - 280 240 - 280 260 - 300 260 - 300 260 - 300 260 - 300 240 - 270 240 - 270 240 - 270 240 - 270 220 - 270

mold temperature range  - °C 30 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 80 60 - 90 60 - 90 60 - 90 60 - 90 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 60 - 80 40 - 80

mold shrinkage range iSo 294-4 % 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.6 0.5 - 0.8 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.6 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.7 0.5 - 0.8 0.55 - 0.75 0.2 - 0.7 0.5 - 0.8 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 0.3 - 0.7 0.3 - 0.7 0.3 - 0.7 0.3 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.9 0.5 - 0.8 0.7 - 0.9 0.5 - 0.8 0.3 - 0.7

Mechanical ProPerties

tensile modulus iSo 527 MPa 2300 2500 2400 2100 2500 2400 2700 2700 3000 3600 5500 2400 2000 2100 2200 2100 2300 2500 2000 2300 2500 2600 2600 2100 3100 2100 3300 3900

tensile stress at yield iSo 527 MPa 45 44 47 41 46 51 58 51 51 58  - 49 45 47 40 46 48 54 42 53 62 63 60 45 55 50 65 79

tensile strain at yield iSo 527 % 2.6 2.1 2.5 2.7 2.6 3.0 3.1 2.8 3.0  -  - 3.0 3.7 4.1 2.4 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.5 4.9 4.9 4.6 3.4 3.1 3.0 3.3 3.2  - 

tensile strain at break iSo 527 % 10 >15 >15 >15 >15  -  - >15  - 3 2 >15 >15 >30 >15 >15 9 8 11 >50 >50 >50 15 25 6 25 4.4 3.0

Flexural strength iSo 178 MPa 65 70 72 65 73 72 81 80 72 97 101 77 70 70 62 72 70 80  - 78 93 100 90 65 85 65 100 135

Flexural modulus iSo 178 MPa  - 2400 2400 2100 2400 2400 2700 2700  -  - 5400 2300 2000 2400 2100 2100  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 2000 2800 2000 2400 3900

charpy notched impact strength (23°c) iSo 179/1ea kj/m2 22 18 15 22 19 16 11 18 12 6 6 35 40 55 25 41 17 15 40 65 70 60 40 70 11 70 10 2.0

charpy notched impact strength (-30°c) iSo 179/1ea kj/m2 8 8 7 12 9 7 6 8 6 4 5 14 32 55 16 33 4 4 9 20 17 11 9 12 6 9 5  - 

therMal ProPerties

Heat deflection temperature; Hdt a  
(1.80 mPa) (annealed 4h 80°c) iSo 75 °C 94 93 98 99 99 99 102 101 99 99 102 99 99 103 94 99 97 103 95 106 109 105 102 86 97 87 98 104

Heat deflection temperature; Hdt b  
(0.45 mPa) (annealed 4h 80°c) iSo 75 °C 99 97 102 105 104 107 110 107 107 108 106 106 108 116 96 108 101 106 100 125 130 124 113 98 171 97 174 110

Vicat softening temperature Vst/b/50  
(50 n, 50°K/h) iSo 306 °C 96 98 102 105 104 106 111 108 107 107 105 106 107 110 96 106 97 104 90 120 130 120 110 110 118 110 128 120

ineoS STyrolUTion ProDUCTS for aUToMoTive
iSo Standards
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abs
abs meDium  

heat
abs high 

heat
abs electro-

platable

typical values for uncolored  
products at 23 °c

test  
method unit

novoDur® 
550

absolac® 
120hr

absolac® 
xt04m

absolac® 
e502 bml

absolac® 
200ep

ProPerties

Polymer abbreviations  -  - abS abS abS abS abS

density iSo 1183 kg/m³ 1040 1040 1040 1040 1040

Processing

melt Volume Rate mVR 220°c/10 kg iSo 1133 cm³/10min 3.0  -  -  -  - 

melt flow rate 220°c/10 kg iSo 1133  g/10 min  - 21 10 2.5 20

mold shrinkage range iSo 294-4 %  - 0.4 - 0.6 0.4 - 0.6 0.4 - 0.6 0.4 - 0.6

Mechanical ProPerties

tensile modulus iSo 527 MPa 2100 2600 2800 2550 2600

tensile stress at yield iSo 527 MPa 40 48 53 48 45

tensile strain at break iSo 527 % 28  -  -  -  - 

Flexural strength iSo 178 MPa 60 65 75 73 63

Flexural modulus iSo 178 MPa 1500 2400 2800 2250 2100

izod notched impact strength  
(at 1/4 thickness) aSTM D 256 kj/m2 25 24 17 Min 37 30

izod notched impact strength  
(at 1/8 thickness) aSTM D 256 kj/m2 13 28 22 45 35

therMal ProPerties

Heat deflection temperature; Hdt a (1.80 mPa) iSo 75 °C 99 95 98 100 93

Heat deflection temperature; Hdt b (0.45 mPa) iSo 75 °C 108 99 102  - 95

Vicat softening temperature Vst/b/50  
(50 n, 50°K/h) iSo 306 °C 101  -  -  -  - 

Vicat softening temperature, b/2  
(120 °c/h, 50 n) aSTM D 1525 °C  - 99 102 105 95

abs
abs meDium  

heat
abs high 

heat
abs  

plateable 
abs high 
impact

typical values for uncolored  
products at 23 °c

test  
method unit

lustran®  
lga

lustran® 
elite 1827

novoDur® 
mh-102

lustran® 
elite 1891

lustran® 
pg298

lustran® 

446

ProPerties

Polymer abbreviations  -  - abS abS abS abS abS abS

density iSo 1183 kg/m³ 1050 1050 1050 1050 1060  - 

moisture absorption, equilibrium 
23°c/50% r.H. iSo 62 %  -  - 0.3  -  -  - 

Processing

melt Volume Rate mVR  
220°c/10 kg iSo 1133 cm³/10min  -  - 6  -  -  - 

melt flow rate 220°c/10 kg iSo 1133  g/10 min 21 13  - 7 19 13

melt flow rate 230°c/3.8 kg iSo 1133  g/10 min 7 4  - 2 5 4

melt temperature range  - °f 245 - 265 250 - 270 464 - 536 250 - 270 260 - 280 475 - 510

mold temperature range  - °f 45 - 65 50 - 70 104 - 176 50 - 70 50 - 60 110 - 150

Mechanical ProPerties

tensile modulus iSo 527 MPa 2200 2260 2800 2200 2770 2480

tensile stress at yield iSo 527 MPa 39 42 53 45 43 44

tensile strain at yield iSo 527 % 3.2 2.8 3.2 2.8 2.6 3

tensile strain at break iSo 527 %  -  - 13  -  -  - 

Flexural strength iSo 178 MPa 72 70 82 70 79 69

Flexural modulus iSo 178 MPa 2430 2350 2700 2270 2730 2540

charpy notched impact strength 
(23°c) iSo 179/1ea kj/m2 18 18 17 15 18 25

charpy notched impact strength 
(-30°c) iSo 179/1ea kj/m2 9.2 9.5 8 9 6 6

therMal ProPerties

Heat deflection temperature;  
Hdt a (1.80 mPa) iSo 75 °C 95 99 100 103 94 100

Heat deflection temperature;  
Hdt b (0.45 mPa) iSo 75 °C 101 105 103 109 100 103

Vicat softening temperature 
Vst/b/50 (50 n, 50°K/h) iSo 306 °C 96 101 103 104 98 97

ineoS STyrolUTion graDeS ProDUCeD 

anD available in aSia-PaCifiC

ineoS STyrolUTion graDeS ProDUCeD  

anD available in aMeriCaS
DiSCover The verSaTiliTy  
of automotive applications 
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CollaboraTe

CollaboraTing 
for lasting 
  innovation

after launching a company to mold plastic parts for the automotive industry, rapid growth in asian oeMs helped a 

young entrepreneur’s business move up the value chain to parts manufacturer. now he is producing sophisticated vehicle 

systems thanks to collaborative innovation with ineoS Styrolution. Together they were able to identify a gap in the 

supply chain for lightweight side panels with premium aesthetics, exceptional performance and the flexibility of 2,500 

color options. and that’s only the beginning of his success story.

“Why Do ManUfaCTUrerS Prefer ineoS STyrolUTion  

To oTher STyreniC SolUTion ProviDerS?”
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1
an automotive oEm or a large 
tier 1 customer faces a challenge 
or has a wish and communicates 
this to inEos styrolution.

2 inEos styrolution 
listens, reflects, and 
asks for specific ap-
plication, regulatory 
requirements.

4 inEos styrolution delivers 
customized products for 
customer sampling and test 
evaluation according to part 
specifications.

6 once validated by the 
oEm, the project for a 
new vehicle platform 
can begin.

5 customer and inEos 
styrolution work in colla-
borative innovation to  
finalize plans to create the 
new application.

3 inEos styrolution draws on its wide 
expertise to present the customer  
with the optimal mix of existing  
formulations and promising fields  
of development.

a Pioneer goeS fUrTher 

WiTh a reliable ParTner

TUrning iDeaS  

inTo ProfiT

ineoS Styrolution offers global assistance with a personal touch. Whenever specialized 

innovation is required, ineoS Styrolution works hand-in-hand with its customers to help 

them gain a competitive advantage – through best-in-class service and customized 

solutions. 

With first-rate technology, leading r&D skills and strong intellectual property and patent  

positions, ineoS Styrolution is uniquely equipped to ensure that new applications find 

the right formulation for success. To enable best possible quality and process efficiency,  

ineoS Styrolution provides testing and technical support in the processing, design and  

computer simulation phases.

Thanks to its broad experience and processing expertise, ineoS Styrolution is an 

attractive partner for developing new products, technologies and solutions for 

automotive customers.

each new product or new application begins with an idea. Together with ineoS Styrolution, customers define 

how those ideas are transformed into real, innovative and practical items for use in the household sector. 

texture
Styrenics are widely appreciated for their  

attractive aesthetics. from glossy to  

smooth to easy-grip/no-slip surfaces:  

ineoS Styrolution helps ensure the look, 

feel and safety are all premium.

shape
Tough, flexible, thin, robust:  

ineoS Styrolution helps  

customers find the right blend  

for the size and requirements  

of their application.

color
Customers can choose from over  

2,500 existing pre-tested colors or use 

the ineoS Styrolution Color excellence 

Center (CeC) to customize any color  

and confirm its performance.

why collaborating with ineos styrolution is Different: step by step
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Styrenics are one of the most versatile materials in the 21st century, and have revolution-

ised the way we live today. our products have become an indispensable part of 

consumers’ everyday lives and provide solutions to societal challenges such as climate 

change, resource scarcity, urbanisation, rising living standards and population growth. 

The solutions styrenics products offer include extending food shelf life thereby reducing 

food waste, while also providing lightweight solutions for the automotive industry 

leading to lower fuel consumption.  

our brand-new eCo range not only complements ineoS Styrolution’s existing strong 

portfolio of styrenics standard products and specialties, but also matches the perfor-

mance of our existing portfolio.

by offering styrenics solutions that deliver strong, sustainable performance,  

we want to ensure that our customers’ businesses and end consumers’ 

choices become more sustainable. 

To read more about our eCo family of solutions, please visit:  

www.styrolution-eco.com 

To read more about our actions and performance on sustainability visit:  

www.ineos-styrolution.com/sustainability

optimising efficiency and performance

ConTribUTing To a  

CirCUlar eConoMy

STyreniCS. 
 maDe for 
recycling.

Use

bio-attributed feedstock

Polymers

Monomers

feedstock

Shredded clean waste

Modifiers

Shredded clean waste

chemical recycling

mechanical recycling

Products
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 global reaCh 
anD proximity
 to customer 
marKets

sm: styrene monomer 

ps: polystyrene 

abs: acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

specialties: abS/aSa, aSa, San, aMSan,  

SbC, SMMa

green colour showing the relevant automotive sites.
(1) ineoS Styrolution acts as exclusive distributor for the ineoS abS plant in addyston, ohio.
(2) new plant – expected to be operational by 2021.

ineoS Styrolution is the only global company focused solely on styrenics 
with a broad product portfolio and proven customized approach to  
co-development. ineoS Styrolution delivers innovation and professional  
support with an experienced, personal touch. 

antwerP 

SM, PS, ABS, SBC

wingles 

PS

decatur
PS, SMMA

channahon
PS

texas city
SM

altaMira
PS, ABS/ASA, SBC, AMSAN

BayPort2

SM, ASA

addyston 
ineos aBs1

ABS, SPECIALTIES

sarnia
SM

ludwigshafen
ABS/ASA, SAN, AMSAN, SMMA

ulsan
ASA, PS, ABS, COMPOuNdINg

yeosu
SBC

foshan
PS

ningBo
PS

MaP ta Phut
ABS, SAN

dahej
PS

schwarzheide 
COMPOuNdINg

cologne 

ABS SPECIALTIES

Moxi
COMPOuNdINg

Katol
SAN

nandesari
ABS
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ineoS STyrolUTion aT a glanCe

ineoS Styrolution is the global leader in styrenics – and the world’s leading supplier of automotive styrenics. The 

company also provides  styrenic applications for many everyday products across a broad range of other industries, 

including healthcare, electronics, household, construction, toys/sports/leisure, and packaging.

ineoS STyrolUTion ServeS The aUToMoTive inDUSTry aroUnD 

The WorlD WiTh The largeST PorTfolio of STyreniCS 

SPeCialTieS, fUeleD by innovaTion.
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if you would like further details, need assistance in creating your applications, or are 

curious to explore new possibilities with styrenics, please contact us! 

 

www.ineos-styrolution.com/industry/automotive.html

aSia-PaCifiC 

 

inEos styrolution aPac Pte ltd. 

111 somerset Road, #14-16 to 21  

tripleone somerset 

singapore 238164 

 

inSTy.asia@ineos.com 

+82 2 6322 7775

local representatives

eUroPe, MiDDle 
eaST anD afriCa 

 

inEos styrolution group gmbH 

mainzer landstrasse 50 

60325 Frankfurt am main 

germany 

 

inSTy.info@ineos.com 

+ 49 2133 9309168

aMeriCaS 

 

inEos styrolution america llc 

4245 meridian Parkway, suite 15 

aurora, il 60504 

usa 

 

inSTy.americas@ineos.com 

+1 866 890 6354
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ineos styrolution group gmbh

global headquarters 

Mainzer landstrasse 50 

60325 frankfurt am Main, germany

ineos-styrolution.com

PleaSe noTe
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. in view of the many factors that may affect processing and application of our product, these 
data do not relieve processors from carrying out own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain properties, nor the suitability of the product for a 
specific purpose. any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed 
contractual quality of the product. it is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed. (September 2019) 


